
Fabric.  
 

Where can we find it? 
Fabric is the name for cloth. Fabric can be made from things which grow in nature like cotton, wool 

and linen. It can also be made by people by mixing chemicals like polyester and nylon. They are 

made into a thread which is woven into cloth which can be sewn into different things, like dresses 

and shirts. The tread can also be knitted into things like gloves, hats and jumpers. 

 

 

Cotton grows on a plant. 

 

 

Wool is the coat of a sheep. 

 

  

 

What do we make with fabric? 
• We can use fabric for a lot of different things.  

 

• Some fabric is soft and smooth, some is strong and ruff.  

 

• Fabric can have different colours and patterns 

Have a look: 

 

 

 

 

 

How does it affect our 

environment? 
• Farmers use a lot of water to 

grow crops like cotton.  
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• The colouring (=dyeing) of the fabric also uses a lot of water and it makes this water dirty.  

• The factories where humans make fabrics, make the air dirty.  

• There is less land for wild animals and plants. 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

• A lot of clothes in our shops are made in different countries. Not all workers have a nice 

place to work and get little money for their work.  

 

What can we do to help the environment? 

• Buy less clothes 

• Buy them from shops which pay their workers a good wage. 

 

 

• Bring good items to a charity shop or give them away  

 

 

• Wash your clothes less so they stay better for longer (but they do 

need a wash at some point!) 

 

 

 

Activity:  

Watch the clips below: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zyF9MxlcItw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x0HeCL6nano 

What things in your house are made from fabric?  

Look at the label inside the clothes.  

Are all clothes made of the same materials? 
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